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you are holding a brief guide and 
a few simple recommendations to 
keep in mind while brewing your 
cup of coffee magic. 

the tips and tricks covered 
in these pages include pulling 
shots of espresso, brewing 
coffee, cleaning your 
equipment, and much more. 

please keep in mind these are 
only suggestions, and coffee can 
taste amazing in any number of 
brewing methods, ratios, and 
manipulation of all the other 
variables in play. 

take time to use your imagintion, 
brew with intention and, enjoy 
the drinks and smiles you 
produce everyday.



our current cosmic espresso line up: 

galactic standard is a universally 
calssic espresso blend that will 
produce shots of star dust space 
magic in your cup! tasting like a 
mixed berry pie with a really syr-
upy body this espresso can stand 
on its own or take all of your milk 
drinks to another galaxy! 

components:: 
colombia - santa barbara estate
ethiopia - lemma niguesse natural

brewing sugestions:
20g. of espresso 
40g. of final bevarage output 
over  25 seconds 

orbital motion is a modern 
intergalactic espresso magic is 
a blend of a lightly roasted yet 
fully developed washed lot from 
boa vista in brazil and our ethiopia 
dumerso washed. this cosmic combo 
creates an atmosphere of sweet 
honey suckle acidity, a black hole 
of brown sugar and nutmeg, and a 
smooth landing of subtle peach!

components:: 
colombia - san pascual natural
ethiopia - dalecho washed
colomnia - el progreso washjed

brewing sugestions:
18g. of espresso 
35g. of final bevarage output 
over  25 seconds 



part one:  espresso 

1. usually cups are stored on 
top of the espresso machine 
and will be plenty warm for you 
to execute your beverage. if 
not, preheat your cup with hot 
water from your tower and dump 
before preparing the beverage.

2. remove your portafilter from the 
group head and purge to clear any 
leftover grounds that may be left 
from last shot. note that the porta-
filter should never be left sitting 
out of the group head, unless it’s 
being cleaned, to ensure the tem-
perature remains consistent 
throughout the day.

3. always have a designated 
cloth/towel on your drip tray

 to wipe after purging your 
group head(s).



5. after dosing into your porta-
filter, deliberately groom your 
grounds to edges of basket. you 
want to groom with intent to make 
sure there are no pockets and 
avoid channeling during your 
extraction. using the north,

 south, east, west method of lev-
eling is generally a good way to 
achieve even extraction.

4. dry/clear your portfilter with 
another cloth specifically desig-
nated for your portafilter. fill the 
basket by placing the portafilter 
under the dosing chamber of the 
grinder and turn it on. if you have a  
grinder that automatically doses 
your grounds, great! if not, you will 
use a lever to manually dose the  
grounds into the portafilter. after 
dialing in with a scale, make a mental  
note of how much, say 20 grams,  looks like in your portafilter to 
ensure consistency throughout 
shift

6. tamp the grounds using about 
30-50 lbs of pressure keeping the 
bed of grounds level. for a 
proper tamp, grab the tamp as if

 
you were going to “open a door-
knob” with your finger on the base

 
and wrapping your index finger 
around. this helps create an even 
bed to ensure an even extraction.



7.    start extraction immediately upon putting porta-
filter into group head. if the portafilter is left 
sitting and not started for more than 3 seconds, a

 

process called dry distillation with begin. the heat 
from the machine will begin to decompose chemicals in 
the coffee, which will create flavors we want to avoid 
i.e. charcoal, tobacco, sulfur, etc.
                                        

8.    watch the flow as you are pulling the shot.
 

extraction for a double espresso should be 20-30 sec-
onds, including pre-infusion time. initial onset of drip 
will differ if you are using a bottomless filter or two 
spout filter. it will begin dripping out at first and then 
turn into a syrupy flow. if it’s pouring from the middle 
or if the onset starts through both spouts at the same 
time, you’ve got an even extraction. it should look  
creamy and syrupy as it’s coming out. pay special atten-
tion to the “blonding” of the shot to avoid over 
extraction. knowing what a good shot looks like is  
important to gauging your espresso and if it needs to 
be adjusted while dialing in or throughout a shift. note 
the look, smell, and taste. write down what you’re experi-
encing. tasting good and bad shots is great for your 
palate development and being confident in the shots 
you are serving to your customers.  

9.    finish constructing your final beverage.



10. serve the customer your great tasting creation!

11. remove portafilter from group head and
    knock out puck.

12. wipe basket with a dry and clean rag and purge  
    group head.

13. return portafilter to group head



part two: milk

1. purge your steam wand before 
putting it in pitcher.

2. place the tip of your steam wand
 

just under the surface of the milk.
 

you should be able to see the tip 
of the wand during the entire tex-
turing process. this is ideal for 
achieving the best milk texture.

 

milk is a crucial aspect 
to a majority of the 
drinks you will be 
making. attention to 
detail and establishing 
good foundations will 
aid in your success in

 

the café setting.

 

knowing how much milk you need to make your drink

 

by pouring the exact amount will help reduce milk 
waste and help café costs down. generally, pouring 
just under the spout on milk pitcher for (12/10oz)

 

lattes and (8/6oz) cappuccinos is a good place to 
start for making these drinks.

 

3. once you find the ideal placement, turn on the 
steam wand. steam wands vary in speed from machine to 
machine, so make sure you understand the power of 
the wand you’re working with and maintain complete 

control of the pitcher and 
your milk flow. as soon as the 
steam starts, begin texturing 
your milk by introducing air and 
creating a sucking sound (often 
described as similar to the 
sound of paper tearing). you 
want to create a vortex in the  
pitcher to stretch and inte-
grate the microfoam you’re 
creating into the rest of the 
milk. after time and practice  
you will start to develop a 
muscle memory for the amount 
of aeration needed for textur-
ing your lattes and cappuccinos 
and so forth.    



5. turn off your steam just before
 

you reach your ideal temperature. 
do not remove the steam wand

 

before the steam is completely 
turned off. 

4. after aeration, drop your steam wand about 
half way into your pitcher to finish the heating 
process of your milk until you reach your final

 

temperature. if your milk is making a loud, 
high-pitch, squealing noise, then you have not 
introduced enough air into your milk. ideal milk 
temperature where the sweetness will come 
through the most is around 150 degrees fahren-
heit. (when first learning, using a thermometer is a

 

great tool to use until you build muscle memory 
and can consistently feel that temperature with 
your hand). 

6. when turned off, remove pitcher,
 

purge steam wand, and immediately wipe 
clean with a damp bar towel that is 
meant only for the steam wand..

7. your milk should have a glossy look 

to it without any bubbles showing. it 
should have the same look and texture 
as a fresh can of paint. 

8. finally, construct your drink and 
dump out any leftover milk. milk cannot 
be aerated twice and the pitcher 
should be rinsed thoroughly between 
each drink. 



part two: milk (continued)

latte art:

good latte art will come from good milk. when your milk is 
steamed properly, where the microfoam is able to hold 
it’s shape texture, you will have an easier time pouring 
latte art. since latte art is a skill needed to be learned 
hands on, we will just give you a few tips. make sure you 
have milk that is steamed correctly with good microfoam, 
no large bubbles, and is steamed to the right tempera-
ture. when pouring, hold your cup on about a 45º angle, 
start your pour from a high enough distance to break 
through the crema, pour directly into the center of the 
cup, and when ready to draw, drop down your pitcher 
close enough to the cup and slow down the flow of your 
pour until your start to see the foam sitting on top.





part three: basic drink construction

latte – can be made just about any size as long as it

 

follows the basic make up of about 2 oz of espresso,

 

steamed milk, and a thin layer of microfoam. the texture 
of the milk should be smooth and glossy and resemble 
that of wet paint, not too thick.

flavored lattes, mochas, etc. – same basic make up as 
regular lattes except with chocolate or other flavor-
ings. ass mocha or flavor to bottom of the mug first,

 

then espresso, stir or whisk before pouring milk.

cappuccino – a cappuccino is going to be somewhere in
 

the 6-8oz range for total construction with 2oz of 
espresso,
steamed milk, and a little more microfoam compared to a 
latte. to achieve this you need to prolong your aera-
tion and stretching of the milk a little longer than 
that of a latte. the difference in time is minute and will 
come with practice to get optimal results. you’re still 
looking for the glossy, paint like, texture in your milk.  

macchiato – the term macchiato simply means,  “marked 
with milk.” it’s an espresso with a little bit of steamed 
milk in a cup approximately 3oz in size. (hearts are 
always a great thing to pour in a macchiato for a clean 
look).



part four: brewed coffee!

generally, drip coffee is the top seller in most cafes 
because it’s quick, easy, and tastes great. the “golden 
rule” for brewing coffee is to follow a ratio in the 
range of 1:15 to 1:17. with the 1:15 ratio you’ll be getting a 
bit more body in your coffee as opposed to the higher 
ratio of 1:17 the cup will be a little lighter. we recom-
mend shooting for the 1:15 ratio because we like a 
little more meat on our bones around here. an easy 
way to find the amount of coffee you will need to use 
for your brew is to figure out how much water you will 
be using, in grams, and divide that number by 15. this will 
bring you to the amount of coffee, in grams, you will 
need to make your coffee. 

1. would you drink it by looking at it?
keeping your equipment clean is essential to brewing 
and serving the highest quality product you can. 
imagine yourself walking into an establishment, notic-
ing the state of the equipment being used to prepare 
your product, and thinking to yourself, “i would not 
eat what comes out of there.” the inside of your air 
pots should be clean, sparkly and look like they are 
brand new. you can leave cafiza to soak in them over 
night, run a cycle through your drip machine with 
cafiza in the basket, and wipe them clean with a brush 
or cloth. your coffee will taste as clean as your 
equipment.

2. umm, like, how long has that been sitting there?
don’t let coffee just sit around! it’s not wine and does 
not get better with age. rather than brewing a large 
amount of coffee and keeping it around, brew as you 
need and dump it if it’s old. to avoid having a surplus of 
or waste coffee, find patterns in your weekly sales 
and know when you should have a lot of coffee pre-
pared and when you can make smaller batches. 







www.brandywinecoffeeroasters.com


